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 I also tried to setup Kaggle Notebook on a new project, First on this project there is a few data sources, when I launch kaggle
notebook it works fine, but when I click on a specific data source(Where I want to use an Excel file) I got this message:

Warning: Could not find the Excel file data_source, Next I tried the first line, and it works fine, but it's weird because there is
no such data_source. Thank you for your help! A: Please be sure to paste the data source URL you're getting this error about, so
we can have a look at it. But from what you're saying it's very likely that the URL you're referring to is a cloud-hosted notebook

service, which generally does not include a local data source file that can be opened by Excel. Q: Does
sforce.so.dom.menu.getSection() work with Lightning? We're creating a mobile app with a menu bar that will contain some of
the standard components. After clicking on a menu item, the action method is fired off to a Visualforce page with a controller
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that pulls information from a custom object. All of this works fine. I'm also creating a simple menu bar that will be used in a
lightning app, so the menu bar doesn't need to make use of the menu interface. Instead I am using Dom.menu.getSection() to

create a menu on the sidebar. My issue is that this method does not work in a lightning app. It is undefined. Does anyone know
if Dom.menu.getSection() does work with Lightning? If not, is there a simple alternative to create a dynamic sidebar menu?

Most of the apex standard classes can be called from Lightning as well. You can also read the Lightning Developer Guide which
covers most of the functionality you can use from a Lightning app. You can also find a list of class names that work in Lightning

here and there are also a number of open bugs related to class name conflicts with Lightning. Finally, an example of calling a
lightning controller action and passing parameters to it from the standard menu interface (which should be identical to a

lightning controller action) can be found here. Evaluation of serum insulin and serum insulin-like growth factor-I concentrations
in the differential diagnosis of hypothyroidism and nonthyroidal 82157476af
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